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discombobulated

dis-kum-BOB-yoo-lay-tid

v. to upset or confuse

When Lady Gaga appeared onstage at an awards show wearing a dress made entirely of steak, the spectacle certainly discombobulated the audience.
disputatious

dis-pyoo-TAY-shus

adj. argumentative; combative

Unless you are fond of frequent arguments, marry a disputatious spouse at your peril.
**dogmatic**

dawg-MAT-ick

adj. given to forcibly spouting opinions as if they were facts

The *New York Times’* **dogmatic** pro-amnesty, open-border stance has turned off many readers who oppose illegal immigration and has led to an avalanche of cancelled subscriptions.
doltish
DOHLT-ish
adj. stupid; idiotic

I felt kind of doltish after getting every question wrong on the Great American News Quiz.
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